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Quantum ommuniation is the art of transferring quantum states[1℄, or quantum
bits of information (qubits), from one plae to another. On the fundamental side,
this allows one to distribute entanglement and demonstrate quantum nonloality over
signiant distanes[2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄. On the more applied side, quantum ryptography
oers, for the rst time in human history, a provably seure way to establish a on-
dential key between distant partners[7℄. Photons represent the natural ying qubit
arriers for quantum ommuniation, and the presene of teleom optial bres makes
the wavelengths of 1310 and 1550 nm partiulary suitable for distribution over long dis-
tanes. However, to store and proess quantum information, qubits ould be enoded
into alkaline atoms that absorb and emit at around 800 nm wavelength[8, 9℄. Hene,
future quantum information networks made of teleom hannels and alkaline memories
will demand interfaes able to ahieve qubit transfers between these useful wavelengths
while preserving quantum oherene and entanglement[9, 10, 11℄. Here we report on
a qubit transfer between photons at 1310 and 710 nm via a nonlinear up-onversion
proess with a suess probability greater than 5%. In the event of a suessful qubit
transfer, we observe strong two-photon interferene between the 710 nm photon and a
third photon at 1550 nm, initially entangled with the 1310 nm photon, although they
never diretly interated. The orresponding delity is higher than 98%.
PACS numbers:
Superposition of quantum states and entanglement are the fundamental resoures of quantum ommuniation and
quantum information proessing[1℄. From an abstrat point of view, the nature of the arrying partile is irrelevant
sine only amplitudes and relative phases are exploited to enode the elementary quantum bits of information (qubits).
Historially, experiments have proven many times that the fasinating properties of quantum orrelations an be
observed with pairs of photons[1℄, trapped ions[12, 13, 14℄, trapped atoms[15℄, or old gases[16℄. However, the most
appropriate arrier and assoiated enoding observable depend on the spei task. Photons have been proven suitable
to transmit quantum information[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7℄, and atoms or ions to store[17℄ and proess[13, 14℄ it. Photoni
entanglement often relies on polarization[4, 5, 6, 18, 19, 20℄, energy-time[2℄, or time-bin[3℄ oding. Depending on
the quantum ommuniation hannel, the wavelength of the photoni arrier is also important. The use of teleom
wavelengths (1310 and 1550nm) is partiularly advantageous when employing optial bres[2, 3℄ while free spae
transmission is mostly based on shorter wavelengths[5, 6℄.
Future realizations of quantum networks, ontaining elementary quantum proessors and memories, onneted by
ommuniation hannels, require quantum interfaes apable of transferring qubit states from one type of arrier to
another. This demands the reversible mapping between photons and atoms whih also inludes the mapping between
photons of dierent wavelengths[9℄. However, as opposed to the reprodution of lassial information between dierent
media, it is not possible to merely measure the properties of a given quantum system and repliate them aordingly,
as a result of the no-loning theorem[21℄. Nevertheless it is possible to resort to a transfer of the quantum information
based on an interation that maintains the oherene properties of the initial quantum system.
In this letter, we demonstrate a diret quantum interfae for photoni qubits at dierent wavelengths. As illustrated
in gure 1, an arbitrary qubit arried by a ying teleom photon at 1310nm (λB), initially entangled with a photon
at 1550nm (λA), is oherently transferred to another photon at a wavelength of 710nm (λB′) using sum frequeny
generation (SFG). The nal wavelength is lose to that of alkaline atomi transitions.
In the following, we rst present the theoretial desription of our quantum interfae. We then reall how to
reate and haraterize maximally energy-time entangled photon-pairs. The oherent quantum information transfer,
taking advantage of an up-onversion stage, is then introdued. Finally, we show how this operation preserves the
initial entanglement by measuring the two-photon interferene between the 710 and 1550nm photons, and thus we
demonstrate a universal qubit transfer.
Consider three systems labelled A (held by Alie), B and B' (held by Bob). In our ase these systems are modes
2of the eletro-magneti eld in optial bers. Initially, B' is in the vauum state denoted |0〉, while A and B may be
entangled, with Shmidt oeients c1 and c2:
|Ψ〉in =
(
c1|α1〉A ⊗ |β1〉B + c2|α2〉A ⊗ |β2〉B
)⊗ |0〉B′ (1)
The pairs of orthogonal states |αj〉 and |βj〉, j ∈ {1, 2}, span Alie and Bob's qubit spae, respetively. For example,
|αj〉 ould represent one photon in either the vertial (j=1) or horizontal (j=2) polarization state, or, as in our ase,
one photon in the rst (j=1) or seond (j=2) time-bin state. The desired state after a suessful transfer from B to
B' reads:
|Ψ〉transfer = |0〉B ⊗
(
c1|α1〉A ⊗ |β1〉B′ + c2|α2〉A ⊗ |β2〉B′
)
(2)
Suh a transfer is ahieved by an interation desribed by the eetive Hamiltonian
H = 1 A ⊗
(
g1|0〉B〈β1| ⊗ |β1〉B′〈0| + g2|0〉B〈β2| ⊗ |β2〉B′〈0|
)
+H.c. (3)
where g1 and g2 are oupling onstants. The evolution an easily be omputed (assuming an interation time of 1
unit):
e−iH|Ψ〉in = cos(|g1|)c1|α1〉A ⊗ |β1〉B ⊗ |0〉B′ − i sin(|g1|)|g1| g1c1|α1〉A ⊗ |0〉B ⊗ |β1〉B
′
(4)
+ cos(|g2|)c2|α2〉A ⊗ |β2〉B ⊗ |0〉B′ − i sin(|g2|)|g2| g2c2|α2〉A ⊗ |0〉B ⊗ |β2〉B
′
(5)
Note that in the seond terms in (4) and (5), the oeients cj are multiplied by gj . This implies that the transfer
preserves the quantum oherene, i.e. is a Quantum Information (QI) transfer, if and only if the two oupling onstants
are equal, both in amplitude and phase: g1 = g2 ≡ g. In other words, the transfer an be ahieved with perfet delity
provided this ondition is satised. In suh a ase the evolution simplies to:
e−iH|Ψ〉in = cos(|g|)|Ψ〉in − ig sin(|g|)|g| |Ψ〉transfer (6)
Consequently, the transfer probability is 1 for |g| = pi/2.
Figure 2 presents our 2-photon soure S. It onsists of a CW pump laser diode with a oherene length Lcp exeeding
300m, attenuated down to a few µW at λp = 711.6nm, and of a quasi-phase mathed periodially poled lithium
niobate waveguide[23, 24℄ (PPLN/W1). The poling period is hosen so as to reate down-onverted pairs of photons
whose wavelengths are entered at 1312 and 1555nm, respetively. After separation at a ber-opti wavelength
division multiplexer (WDM), the 1555 and 1312nm photons are sent to Alie and Bob, respetively, using standard
teleom optial bres.
The long oherene length of the pump laser implies that eah pump photon has a very well dened energy.
Aordingly, the down-onversion proess yields pairs of photons that are energy orrelated as governed by energy
onservation: eah photon from a pair has an unertain energy, unertain in the usual quantum sense, but the sum of
the energies of the two photons from a pair is very well dened. In addition, the two photons are also time orrelated,
sine they are emitted simultaneously within their oherene time. However, the emission time of a pair is unertain
within the pump laser oherene. Hene the paired photons are entangled à la EPR[25℄, energy and time replaing
the historial position and momentum variables, respetively. More preisely, the proesses of photon-pair reation at
dierent times separated by ∆τ are oherent as long as ∆τ << Lcp/c, where Lcp is the pump laser's oherene length.
The underlying quantum oherene of the photon-pairs therefore omes from the pump laser itself.
In order to reveal and haraterize the oherene arried by these energy-time entangled photon-pairs we perform a
Franson-type experiment[22℄ and infer the degree of entanglement from the measured two-photon interferene visibility.
For this purpose the two photons are sent to two analyzers, one on Alie's and the other on Bob's side, that onsist, in
our ase, of unbalaned Mihelson interferometers made from standard teleom bres, ber-opti beam-splitters, and
Faraday mirrors[1℄ as depited in gure 2. To prevent single photon interferene, the optial path length dierene
in eah interferometer (∆LA and ∆LB, respetively) has to be muh greater than the oherene length of the single
photons, Lcs,i ≃ 150µm, dedued from the 15nm spetral bandwidth of the down-onverted light. Eah single photon
therefore has an equal probability of
1
2 to exit at one of the outputs of its analyzer. Moreover, to maximize two-photon
3interferene, these analyzers have to be equally unbalaned, ∆LA ≃ ∆LB = ∆L, within the oherene length of the
single photons. At the same time, however, sine an entangled pair represents the quantum objet to be analyzed,
both ∆L (∼ 20 cm in our ase) have to be muh smaller than the oherene length of the pair whih is given by the
pump laser (Lcp > 300m).
At the output of eah interferometer, the single photons are deteted. Using a time-resolved oinidene detetion
between Alie and Bob as depited in gure 2, one an post-projet the initial energy-time entangled state onto a
time-bin entangled state of the form
|Ψ〉post = 1√
2
(
|sA, sB〉+ ei(φA+φB)|lA, lB〉
)
(7)
where φA and φB are phases assoiated with the path length dierene ∆LA and ∆LB of the related interferometers.
The state (7) orresponds to the events where the down-onverted photons both travel through the same arms of
the interferometers, i.e. sA, sB or lA, lB, these two possibilities being undistinguishable. Thus, varying the ombined
phase (φA + φB), we observe sinusoidal interferene fringes in the oinidene rate with net (aidental oinidenes
disarded) and raw visibilities of 97.0±1.1% and 87.4±1.1%, respetively (see Fig. 2). Beause almost all aidental
oinidenes are due to detetor dark ounts, the purity of the reated state, and hene the performane of the soure,
should be haraterized by the net visibility. Sine this gure of merit is very lose to the 100% predited by quantum
theory, we onlude that our soure provides a state lose to a pure maximally entangled state, in partiular suitable
to violate the Bell inequalities[25℄. Note that the missing 3% in the net visibility is most likely due to the measurement
tehnique rather than the state preparation[1℄.
Now that we have haraterized our entanglement resoure, we proeed to the quantum information transfer, i.e.
the transfer of the qubit arried by Bob's partile to another photon of shorter wavelength. To this end, we replae
the ber-opti interferometer and the Ge-APD on Bob's side by another nonlinear PPLN waveguide (PPLN/W2), a
bulk-opti Mihelson interferometer, and a Silion avalanhe photodiode (Si-APD, DB) as depited in gure 3. This
seond nonlinear rystal, together with a power reservoir (PR) onsisting of a CW oherent laser at λPR = 1560nm
and an erbium-doped ber amplier (EDFA), serves as an up-onversion stage for the inoming 1312nm photons
produed by the previously desribed soure S. As a result of this operation, whih is the opposite proess to down-
onversion, photons at 1312 and 1560nm are annihilated and photons at 712.4nm are reated on Bob's side. The
oherene of the PR diretly relates to the phase dierene between the oeients in the eetive Hamiltonian (3):
g1 = ξ(tl) and g2 = ξ(ts), where ξ(t) is proportional to the PR eletri eld at times tl and ts, respetively. The
quantity c · (tl − ts) orresponds to the imbalane of the interferometers, using the notation of equation (7). The
previous general ondition g1 = g2 of equation (6) therefore translates, in the ase of up-onversion, as a onstraint on
the PR's oherene: LPRc /c≫ tl− ts. In our experiment this ondition is denitely satised as LPRc > 1 km, whih is
learly muh greater than the 20 cm path length dierene of Bob's analyzer. Aordingly, the resulting photons at
λB′ should beome entangled with Alie photons at λA, although they never diretly interated.
The PR delivers 700mW in a standard teleom ber. We measured, with lassial elds, an internal up-onversion
eieny of 80%/Watt of reservoir power at optimum phase-mathing[27, 28, 29℄. Note that this value is underes-
timated sine the losses in the waveguide itself are negleted. This up-onversion eieny dereases by a fator of
2 when hanging the single photon wavelength by ±1nm. Taking advantage of the energy orrelation between the
photons of a pair, we redued the bandwidth by ltering the spetrum of the photons at 1555nm travelling to Alie
to 1.5nm (BPFA)[1℄ and inreased the power of the soure pump laser in order to have a reasonable photon-pair
prodution rate in this bandwidth. Hene, the overall up-onversion probability is only limited by the available pump
power and oupling losses between the waveguide and single mode optial bers at input and output faes. From
this lassial onversion eieny, taking into aount the reservoir power, a realisti 40% oupling eieny into the
waveguide (both for the PR and the qubit to be transferred) and the ratio between the initial and nal wavelengths,
we estimate the probability of a suessful QI transfer to be: Psuccess = 80%W
−1 ·0.7W ·(0.4)2 · 712nm1312nm ≈ 5%. Let us
mention that indiret qubit transfer an also be ahieved via teleportation[26℄. However, in ontrast to teleportation,
QI transfer is ahieved with a muh higher suess probability.
After the up-onversion stage, we need to separate the λB′ photons from the huge ow of PR photons at 1560nm,
about 5 · 109 photons per ns, and measure the transfer delity. For this, we use a bandpass lter entered at 712nm
(BPFB , ∆λ = 10nm, more than 30 dB attenuation around 1550 nm), as depited in gure 3. We also take advantage
of the fat that the Si-APD (DB) is essentially insensitive to the 1560nm wavelength. The 712.4nm photons then
enter the temperature stabilized bulk-opti Mihelson interferometer. At the outport of this interferometer they are
oupled, for optimal mode overlap, into a single-mode bre adapted to visible light. The orresponding oupling
eieny is greater than 60%. Finally these photons are sent to the detetor DB. The eletroni signal from this
4APD triggers the detetor of the 1555nm photons that arrive on Alie's side (InGaAs APD previously introdued
and operated in gated mode). Finally we reord the oinidene events.
Figure 3 shows the interferene pattern of the oinidene events as a funtion of the ombined phase (φA + φB)
obtained with our time-resolved oinidene detetion. We observe a sinusoidal osillation with net and raw visibili-
ties of 96.2±0.4% and 86.4±0.4%, respetively, representing a lear signature of the preserved oherene during the
quantum information transfer. The net visibility Vnet is again very lose to the 100% predited by quantum theory.
Assuming that the entire redution of this visibility an be attributed to an imperfet quantum state transfer, we nd
a delity F =
1 + Vnet
2
of 98.5%. Note however that this estimation is very onservative sine the visibility observed
before transfer (see gure 2) is hardly higher.
Note that the quantum interfae demonstrated in this letter is not limited to the spei wavelengths hosen. Indeed,
suitable modiations of phase-mathing onditions and pump wavelengths enable tuning to any desired wavelengths.
In partiular it allows mapping of teleommuniation photoni qubits onto qubits enoded at a wavelength orrespond-
ing to alkaline atomi transitions. It is partiularly interesting to take advantage of periodially poled waveguiding
strutures, as employed here. Firstly, phase mathing onditions an easily be tuned over a broad range by hang-
ing the grating period. Seondly, these omponents yield very high up and down-onversion eienies[23, 24, 27℄.
This permits the use of a modest reservoir power to ahieve a reasonable qubit transfer probability. In the ase
of appliations requiring very narrow photon bandwidths, for instane when transferring quantum information onto
atoms[9℄, bright down-onverters make very narrow spetral ltering possible while maintaining high photon-pair
reation rates with reasonable pump powers. In addition, the narrow ltering ensures optimal phase-mathing over
the whole bandwidth of the photons to be up-onverted, hene maximizing this proess.
In this work we demonstrated, in the most general way, the rst diret quantum information interfae between qubits
arried by photons of widely dierent wavelengths. To this end, we veried that entanglement remains unaeted, even
though one of the two entangled photons is submitted to a wavelength up-onversion proess. This interfae may nd
appliations in quantum networks, where mapping of travelling qubits, e.g. qubits enoded onto teleommuniation
photons, and stationary atomi qubits featuring resonane at muh shorter wavelengths, is neessary.
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FIG. 1: Shemati illustration of the experiment onept. First, a photon-pair soure produes, by spontaneous parametri
down-onversion (SPDC), energy-time entangled photons at wavelengths λA and λB that are sent to Alie and Bob, respetively.
Next, the qubit transfer is performed at Bob's plae from photon λB to photon λB′ using sum frequeny generation (SFG). The
nal entanglement between the newly reated photon λB′ and Alie's photon λA is tested using the Franson onguration[22℄
(see gure 2).
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FIG. 2: Experimental Franson-type setup used for the reation and analysis of energy-time entangled pairs of photons. Alie
and Bob's analyzers are equally unbalaned Mihelson interferometers.
The soure is omposed of a CW laser (Toptia Photonis DL100), a nonlinear PPLN waveguide, a WDM and suitable ber
oupling lenses. It also inludes a high-pass wavelength lter (HPF ) behind the rystal to disard the remaining pump photons,
and lenses (L) to ouple the reated photons into a single mode bre. The down-onversion quasi-phase mathing is obtained
with a spei poling period Λ of 14.1 µm and at a temperature of 85oC. This 1 cm long waveguide features a down-onversion
eieny greater than 10
−7
. At Bob's plae the Ge-APD (NEC, DB) is liquid Nitrogen ooled and passively quenhed, while the
InGaAs-APD (id Quantique id200, DA) at Alie's is operated in gated mode. The APDs show quantum detetion eienies
of about 10% and 14% and probabilities of dark ounts of around 3 · 10
−5
and 10
−5
per nanoseond, respetively.
The outputs from these APDs provide the start and stop signals for a time-to-digital onverter (TDC) that reords a oinidene
histogram (left hand side) as a funtion of the time dierene between its two inputs. This piture is omposed of three dierent
peaks whih arise from dierent ombinations of photon transmissions trough their respetive interferometer, either the short
(s) or the long (l) arm. The events where both photons take the same arms (sA/sB and lA/lB) are indistinguishable as desribed
by equation (7), leading to photon-pair interferene. They an be disriminated from the other possibilities (lA/sB and sA/lB)
by means of a time-resolved oinidene detetion. The orresponding oinidene ount rate RC as a funtion of the ombined
phase (φA + φB) is shown in the right hand inset. We nd sinusoidal interferene fringes with more than 97% net visibility.
Note nally that the variation of the ombined phase is obtained by hanging the temperature in Bob's interferometer.
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FIG. 3: Experimental setup for the oherent transfer of quantum entanglement. On Bob's side, PPLN/W2, pumped by a
high-oherene CW 700mW power reservoir at 1560 nm (laser 8168A from HP + EDFA from Keopsys), ensures the transfer of
the qubit from 1312 to 712.4 nm via the up-onversion proess. This seond 1 cm long PPLN waveguide is of the same kind as
the one used for the down-onversion. They were both fabriated using the tehnique of soft proton exhange[23℄ and feature
almost idential phase-mathing onditions. Both 1312 and 1560 nm wavelengths are mixed at a seond WDM whose output
port is diretly butt-oupled to the input fae of PPLN/W2 without any additional optis. At the output of the waveguide,
the newly reated photons at 712.4 nm are oupled into a single mode ber and deteted using a Silion avalanhe photodiode
(EG&G AQ-141-FC, DB).
The oherene of the transfer is veried by measuring photon-pair interferene between the 712.4 and 1555 nm photons in the
Franson onguration. The analysis on Bob's side utilizes an unbalaned, bulk-opti interferometer that is aligned with respet
to Alie's. Although the oinidene rate is substantially redued due to a limited up-onversion probability and losses in the
interferometers, the analysis of the oinidene events yields interferene fringes with net and raw visibilities of 96 and 86%,
respetively. This onrms the previously obtained result without the quantum interfae and demonstrates, in the most general
way, oherent transfer of quantum information between two photons.
